Infusion Edutainment

Games
and

Experiences
☠ - Particularly Mature Content
- May induce nausea, chair recommended (ask staff)

Beat Saber

Featured Games

This is the most popular VR game in existence. Beat Saber is easy to play, but difficult to master. Slash your glowing
lightsabers through the correct beats to keep the soundtrack playing!

Fruit Ninja
Your controllers become swords. No button memorization is required. Slice as many of the fruits as possible whilst also
avoiding the bombs. Someone had better bring a blender!

Job Simulator
You’re never too old for job simulator! You can begin working as a chef, an auto worker, a grocery store clerk or an
office employee. We promise you’ll never get fired! The adorable robot employers will never resent your antics!

Space Pirate Trainer
This is cyberpunk action at its finest! Use impressive firearms and shields to survive until the next wave. Your goal is to
destroy each of the flying robotic targets! Don’t forget about the power-ups!

VR Funhouse
This is a simplistic carnival funhouse! Each of your favourite carnival games is present.

Superhot
Superhot is a universal favourite. This unique shooter will test your reflexes, aim and time management abilities. Time
only moves when you do, so plan accordingly!

Dungeon Escape
This is a cartoonish escape room game. You will be challenged to complete various puzzles in order to escape! This game
is NOT frightening in any way! We promise.

Emily Wants to Play
Your goal is to deliver a pizza to Emily’s house. What could possibly go wrong? (Yes, this is a horror game).
Explore the house and attempt to survive the nightmare!

Elven Assassin (1-4 players)
This is one of the most popular VR multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is addicting and easy to play. You must defend the
castle grounds from an advancing orcish horde! Watch out for dragons and ogres! Alternatively, you can fight against
your friends in an epic PVP experience!

Serious Sam: The Last Hope (1-2 players)
How do you feel about guns? Acquire an arsenal of ludicrously cool weapons to defend your position from enemy
monsters. This game is all about firepower! Unfortunately, we’ve run out of bubble-gum.

Sweet Escape (1-6 players)
Climb to the top of the various candy landscapes. Race against your friends to become the ultimate candy-climber! This
game will give you a work-out!
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Featured Experiences
Dream Coaster (4 minutes)
This is our favourite roller coaster experience! Take a relaxing ride through a magical kingdom. It even goes upsidedown. Be sure to ask us for a chair! (Gravol™ may be an asset)

Google Earth
Visit anywhere in the world, and even stand in the streets. Go on vacation or visit a hometown! Google Street-view just
became a whole lot more intense!

Monkey King (20 minutes)
Jump into this immersive experience from 16th century Chinese mythology! Journey alongside Wukong as he searches
for the ways of the warrior. This is a tale of tragedy, magic and conquest.

Perfect
This is virtual reality escapism at its purest. Leave behind the nuances of daily life and slip away to several exotic
locations. Bear witness to the northern lights, beaches, and even a mountain top. Take a minute to relax.

Richie’s Plank Experience
You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Your knees are shaky, and your palms are sweaty. You have a choice: do you walk, or
do you freeze? Alternatively, you could just impersonate Santa Claus!

Tiltbrush
Now you can paint in 3D! Create anything you’d like! You even have the option to save your creations and take them
home with you!

The Blu
Experience the wonder and majesty of the ocean depths. Visit a myriad of different habitats and come face to face with
the most awe-inspiring creatures on the planet. The Blu offers three different modes: Coral reef, Whale Adventure, and
deep ocean. Who needs scuba diving? We sure don’t!

Ultimate Booster Experience
Herein lies the most thrilling of our VR experiences. You can go bungee jumping, swing on a 500 ft. swing, or fly around
on a giant rocket! The use of the word “ultimate” is indeed well justified.

Nature Trek
Explore tropical beaches, underwater oceans and even take to the stars. Discover over 60 different animals. Command
the weather, take control of the night or create and shape your own world.
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Art & Creative
Beginner
We Are Stars
An immersive science documentary about the stars, and
the secrets of our universe.

SketchFab

The VR Museum of Fine Art

Explore thousands of 3D models and artwork by a
creative community

See the Mona Lisa, famous sculptures, and many more
in person. No rope boundaries or glass here!

Intermediate
EXA: The Infinite Instrument

Sculptr VR

A completely customizable instrument. The sky’s the
limit in this audio composing game.

Put your sculpting skills to the test. Your imagination
makes anything possible.

Mindshow

The Lab

Create unique skits with this enjoyable improv acting
software! Mindshow now includes an impressive variety
of props, scene locations and characters!

Aperture Science. Fix a robot, defend a castle, adopt a
mechanical dog, travel through time, and more.

Masterpiece VR

Tilt Brush

This is one of the most impressive VR modelling titles of
all time! Feel free to export your creation and save it!
Every detail is exceptionally well presented.

Paint in true 3D with an endless choice of brushes,
paints, and environments.

Advanced
Blocks by Google

Mod box

Create 3D objects in virtual reality, no matter your
modelling experience.

This is a multiplayer sandbox game - create your own
game experiences to play and share with others

Holodance

Soundstage

Punch orbs with your hands, deflect projectiles with
laser blades, shoot drones with guns or dance with
dragons.

Let your inner artist out and create your own music
tracks!
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Educational
Beginner
3D Organon VR Anatomy

ObserVRtarium

An anatomy atlas. Learn human anatomy with over

Step into a virtual museum and explore a collection of
amazing Space objects.

4,000 realistic anatomical models.

Apollo 11 VR
A recreation of the moon landing. Experience the moon
landing in this interactive documentary!

Star Chart
Your very own Planetarium! Explore the solar system
and night sky in a beautiful and accurate real-time
simulation.

“We choose to go to the moon in this decade, and do
the other things, not because they are easy, but because
they are hard” -John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

The VR Museum of Fine Art

Buzz Aldrin: Cycling Pathways to Mars

The Body VR

The world’s first holographic legacy VR project. Meet
Buzz and learn about space with him.

Engage
Education and presentation platform that seeks to
transform how people share ideas and teach lessons.

InMind

A short scientific adventure with arcade elements.

InMind 2
Guide a young boy through his emotional journey,
learning about the science of emotion along the way.

See the Mona Lisa, famous sculptures, and many more
in person. No rope boundaries or glass here!
Learn about the human body like in the Magic School
Bus! Learn in 3D rather than on a projector.

We Are Stars
An immersive science documentary about the stars, and
the secrets of our universe.

Water Bears VR
These are brain games. Solve the puzzles to get water to
the bears. THEIR LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Unimersive

Irrational Exuberance: Prologue

These experiences will present you with lessons about
history, outer space and human anatomy.

Awaken on an asteroid in deep space, underneath
comets and giant stars.

No Clue VR

Lifelique Museum

Spot the difference in VR. You are part of the picture
this time. Waldo had better stay clear of this one!

Learn about a cell, join ancient dinosaurs for a walk, or
visit a prehistoric settlement.
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Educational: Intermediate
Edmersiv

The Lab

Study animals, see famous sights, and experiment in the
science lab.

Welcome to Aperture Science. Fix a robot, defend a
castle, adopt a mechanical dog, travel through time, and
more.

EXA: The Infinite Instrument
A completely customizable instrument. The sky’s the
limit in this audio composing game.

Time Machine VR
Travel back in time and collect data.

Universe Sandbox
Inception VR
Immersive experiences come to life, focusing on music,
culture and lifestyle.

An application working with astrophysics. Explore the
universe and experience with spatial collisions in this
epic universal sandbox!

Weelco

Tilt Brush
Paint in true 3D with an endless choice of brushes,
paints, and environments.

View a a massive gallery of 360-degree videos from
around the world.

Educational: Advanced
Sound Stage

Tiny Town VR

Let your inner artist out and create your own music
virtually.

This is our most expansive sandbox game to date! It is
akin to playing with Lego in VR. This quasi-Minecraft
game gives you the power to build a city from scratch!
You can even give your characters speech bubbles.

VTOL VR
A realistic flight simulator that puts you in the seat of a
AV-42C plan

Nanome
This is the premier molecular visualization and modeling
tool for today’s virtual reality platforms.

Google Earth VR
Stroll the streets of Tokyo, soar over the Grand Canyon,
or walk around the Eiffel Tower. Street view just got a
whole lot more intense!
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Escape Room / Puzzle
Beginner
Escape bloody Mary

Vacate the Room

Our newest horror game – very quick. Keep the candles
lit. close the window and survive!

Have you ever played Crimson Room? If so, you’ll feel
right at home. This game is fairly simplistic and
incredibly classic.

Belko VR: An Escape Room Experiment
Solve a series of challenging puzzles in order to escape
from their office before a microchip in their head
explodes.

Rooms: The Unsolvable puzzle
A unique puzzle game inspired by sliding puzzle and
platformer games.

Dungeon Escape
This is an epic cartoony escape room. Solve the puzzles,
get the cubes, and put them on the shelf to win.

Escape Room/Puzzle: Intermediate
Dreadhalls
Survive the dungeon and find a way to escape. Your
only weapons are stealth, courage, and a faint light.

Escape First

Nevrosa: Escape
This game is similar to the original Nevrosa, but with
more of an escape-room puzzle vibe.

These are multiplayer escape room puzzle games! This
game features three rooms to escape from and may be
played competitively or cooperatively.

The Gallery: Call of the Starseed

Tales of Escape

Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes

Your goal is to escape
1.Butcher’s shop
2. Old Mine
3. Asylum + Space

Couch-Coop Only – QUICK! DISARM THE BOMBS! You’ll
need to communicate with your partner to solve the
puzzles in time.

Escape! VR -The BasementSolve puzzles, discover useful items, investigate clues,
and find your way through a total of seven rooms

An adventure game inspired by dark 80’s fantasy films.
Puzzle-based with riddles and mysteries.

Vanishing Realms
Explore mystic domains, outwit magical wards, seek lost
artifacts and wield magical spells to combat the
denizens of the Undead Realm.

Escape Room/Puzzle: Advanced
M.I.A

The Talos Principle

Solve puzzles and find magic treasures in this relaxed,
tropical beach environment.

This is a virtual reality version of Croteam's critically
acclaimed Talos Principle. The setting adheres to the
traditions of philosophical science fiction.

Rick and Morty
Oh jeez, Rick! Join the dynamic duo in this chaotic
simulator on an adventure through portals and time.

I Expect You to Die
Imagine you as an elite secret agent. You must attempt
to survive deadly situations in immersive locales.
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Experiences & Movies
Beginner

Allumette

(20 Minutes)
The story of the little match girl reimagined.

Apollo 11 VR
Explore the moon landing in this interactive
documentary!
“That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for
mankind”

The Monkey King

(25 Minutes)
A visually-captivating, cinematic storybook experience
told in virtual reality.

Red vs Blue 360: A Day at the Base☠
You ever wonder why we’re here? Enter the Blood
Gulch canyon and enjoy this Red Vs Blue comedy skit!
Now YOU can enjoy the scenery of a box canyon in the
middle of nowhere.

-Neil Armstrong

Richie’s Plank Experience

Amazon Odyssey

You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Knees shaky, palms
sweaty. You have a choice. Do you walk or do you
freeze? Alternatively, you could impersonate Santa
Claus!

Go on an incredible journey through amazon rainforest,
parachute into the jungle and make camp before
exploring the river and paragliding over cliffs. Take
pictures of animals and learn a little along the way.

Buzz Aldrin: Cycling Pathways to Mars
The world’s first holographic legacy VR project. Meet
Buzz and learn about space with him.

The Blu
Experience the wonder and majesty of the ocean! Visit
a series of submarine habitats and come face to face
with awe-inspiring marine creatures.

DreamCoaster(2.5 Minutes)
Our favourite roller coaster. It’s 2.5 minutes long in a
wonderful magical land. Ask us for a chair!

Invasion
This is a colourful VR animated short about a duo of
aliens. Their ambition is to subjugate the planet Earth!

The Journey VR
This experimental 360 video will transport you to space!
During the trip you will be treated to the most visually
stunning images of the void.

We Are Stars
An immersive astronomical documentary about the
UNIVERSE! (spoiler alert: It’s big).

Ultimate Booster Experience
All of the extreme experiences you’ve ever dreamt of:
Bungee jumping, swinging on a 500 ft. swing, and even
flying a giant rocket through a city.

Found
an interactive short film experience between nature,
technology and fellow travelers as you make your way
through a fantastical yet familiar world.

Lego Batman “The Batmersive
Experience” (5 minutes)
Join Lego Batman in this brief roller coaster experience!
The humour will keep you hooked! Follow batman
through the bat-cave, the skies, and Gotham itself!
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Experiences & Movies: Intermediate
Blueshift

Kingspray

Fly around vast landscapes at ludicrous speeds. Spread
your wings and use your rocket boosters to glide, do
tricks, ski, and more!

This is a realistic spray paint graffiti simulator. Every
texture is impressively realistic. Create whatever you’d
like within the various regions of the urban metropolis.
Remember Robbo. RIP

The Bond
Far away, in an alien forest, an ancient healer and her
faithful beast seek out a sacred glade. See in to the
minds of a variety of different mythical creatures.

Littlstar VR Cinema
This is an immersive VR platform for community made
mobile content. 360° videos are also hosted here!

Dreams of Dali

Nature Treks

Immerse yourself in the world of the Surrealist master
like never before！

Explore tropical beaches, underwater oceans and even
take to the stars. Discover over 60 different animals.
Command the weather, take control of the night or
create and shape your own world.

JanusVR
This is a popular video streaming app. Think of it like
YouTube, but within a virtual reality headset.

Experiences & Movies: Advanced
ObserVRtarium

Surge

Interact, immerse, inspire. Step into this virtual museum
and explore its collection of amazing space artifacts.

Fusion between music and visual effects in an
overwhelming experience which transports the viewer
into a world caught in a permanent sunset, inhabited by
mysterious abstract creatures.

Ocean rift
Experience the ocean in a whole new way- this
underwater adventure park has something for
everyone, including whales, sea lions, and turtles.

Star Chart
Your very own Planetarium! Explore the solar system
and night sky in a beautiful and accurate real-time
simulation.

Ready Player One Oasis

Wake Up
Experience a shattered and surreal dream filled with
fascinating riddles, where your only guide is an elusive
butterfly. Can you make the journey and wake up?

Google Earth VR
Stroll the streets of Tokyo, soar over the Grand Canyon,
or walk around the Eiffel Tower. Street view just got a
whole lot more intense

You’ve read the book, you’ve seen the movie, now take
part through three fun mini games. Multiplayer
available
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Fantasy & Adventure RPG
Beginner
Blades and Sorcery

First impact

Blade & Sorcery is a built-for-VR medieval fantasy
sandbox with full physics driven melee, ranged and
magic combat. Become a powerful warrior, ranger or
sorcerer and devastate your enemies.

Enter a comic book world where you can have super
powers and protect citizens. Experience a lush array of
islands and undercover the truth about mysterious
forces in this fun action adventure.

Elven Assassin (1-4 players)

QuiVR

Defend your town from orcish attacks! Basically:
become Legolas!

Another archery tower defence adventure. This game is
very easy to control and play. Multiplayer is an option.

Fantasy & Adventure: Intermediate
Karnage Chronicles

The Wizards

Experience a rich story that takes you on a perilous
journey through dark dungeons filled with monsters,
traps, puzzles, treasure and more.

Become a powerful Wizard and take fate into your own
hands! Immerse yourself in a beautiful fantasy world
and destroy your enemies by casting spells with hand
gestures

Night Knight
An intense, chaotic, fantasy VR archery game. grab a
magic bow and equip your favourite arrow to defend
the castle from hordes of leaving undead.

Solus Project
An exploration adventure with survival elements. The
adventure is set on a mysterious planet.

In Death VR
Explore an everchanging cathedral of scary creatures.
This game is very reminiscent of Dark Souls.

The Tavern of Magic
Welcome to the Tavern! Craft, buy or sell Magic Cards
to form your perfect deck and conquer other mages in
Duels.

Trickster VR
A fun dungeon crawling adventure that changes every
time. Use bow-guns, swords, or shields to defeat the
orcs and upgrade your gear. Multiplayer enabled.

VR Dungeon Knight
Explore, fight monsters, loot dungeons, level up, unlock
classes and become the ultimate Dungeon Knight!

Waltz of the Wizards
Waltz of the Wizard is a virtual reality experience that
lets you feel what it’s like to have magical powers. Mix
arcane ingredients into a boiling cauldron with the help
of an ancient spirit trapped in a human skull. Unleash
creative or destructive wizardry upon a fully interactive
virtual world.

Fantasy & Adventure: Advanced
Rise of the Tomb Raider
Explore huge, awe-inspiring ancient spaces littered with
deadly traps! Solve dramatic environmental puzzles
and decipher ancient texts to reveal hidden crypts.

Eternity Warrior
Become a hero and take on hordes of devilish
monsters! You fight through a world of chaos to
discover the truth of the Eternity Warriors!
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Horror
Beginner

Escape bloody Mary

Emily Wants to Play

Our newest horror game – very quick. Keep the candles
lit. close the window and survive!

This game is extremely popular. Your goal is to deliver a
pizza to Emily’s house. Your goal is to escape alive.
Explore the house and find a way to escape the
nightmare!

Accounting
This game is not for children. The game is a hilarious
journey of mistakes and constant blame. Contains harsh
language.

Mental Asylum VR

Belko VR: An Escape Room Experiment

Slasher VR

Solve a series of challenging puzzles in order to escape
from their office before a microchip in their head
explodes.

Drunk’n Bar Fight – Halloween ☠

This is a randomized horror experience. Try to escape
from the undead.

Welcome to the world of Slasher. This Slasher VR
choose-your-own-adventure experience places you in
the creepy town of Waterbury. You are an investigator.
Your goal is to investigate what is going on.

The drunk’n bar fight you’ve come to know and love,
but this time you’re surrounded by zombies.

Horror: Intermediate
AFFECTED: The Manor
A VR horror game where you can choose your path.
There are two different paths and four endings.

Dreadhalls
Survive the dungeon and find a way to escape. Your
only weapons will be stealth, your own courage, and a
faint light.

GORN
This is an outrageously gruesome colosseum fighter
with beautiful cel shaded graphics! The game features
multiple enemies, modes, and weapons.

Nevrosa: Prelude
You wake up in a strange place — is it a dream or
reality? What do you need to do? Are you alone here?

Blue Effect VR

The Brookhaven Experiment

Defend yourself from mechanical nightmares. In this
Spooktacular Survival shooter. Are you ready to be
scared of the dark?

Survive waves of monsters, upgrade your weapons, and
try to stop the apocalypse.

Duck Season
Remember Duck Hunt from the Nintendo
Entertainment System? Things have changed since
1984. Enjoy this faithful VR recreation of Duck Hunt™.
Keep your eye on that dog though….

VRZ: Torment
Be immersed into Purgatory Island of undead and dying.
Solve mysteries to escape while trying to survive. The
undead are rising, zombie skags are swarming the land,
and your end is fast approaching! Arm yourself, uncover
what you need to survive, and escape the inescapable
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Horror & Mature: Advanced
Arizona Sunshine
One of the best VR games of all time. This is easily the
greatest zombie game ever made too. Make your way
through the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona! Fight hordes
of zombies, find better weapons, and try to get rescued.

Eternity Warriors ☠
This is a gothic stationary wave shooter. Fight through
hordes of gargoyles, minotaurs, and succubus. The art
style may remind you of Devil May Cry!

Rick and Morty
Oh jeez, Rick! Join the dynamic duo in this chaotic
simulator on an adventure through portals and time.

Island 359
Meet face-to-face with deadly dinosaurs from the past.
Use guns, upgrades and tools as you try to survive. This
game combines the styles of Jurassic park and Avatar.
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Multiplayer
Beginner

Drunk’n Bar Fight ☠ (1-2 players)

SpaceFist (1-2 players)

Fight your way through the crowds in this overcrowded
pub! Three different locations. Drinking makes you
stronger!

This is a space punchout adventure. Multiplayer 1v1 is
where it’s at. This game is great for settling arguments.
Just don’t lose to glass Joe and everything will be cool.

Drunk’n Bar Fight – Halloween Edition!

Sweet Escape (1-6 players)

☠(1-2 players)

Welcome to sweet escape! Your goal is to climb your
way to the top of candy land! This is a race to the finish.
Give it everything you’ve got. Candy Land is sure to give
you a workout!

The drunk’n bar fight you’ve come to know and love,
but this time you’re surrounded by zombies.

Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes
(couch co-op only)
QUICK! DISARM THE BOMBS! You’ll need to
communicate with your partner to solve the puzzles in
time.

Ruckus Ridge Party (couch co-op only)
Play with your friends and duke it out in a tournament
of mini-games! Fight to become the King of the Ridge!

Elven Assassin (1-4 players)
Defend your town from orcish attacks! Basically:
become Legolas!

Serious Sam: The Last Hope ☠
(1-2 players)
Step into the shoes of Sam Stone in this unique VR
shooter simulation! This is a wave-based stationary
shooter! Defend your position against never-ending
waves of enemies! Use a ludicrously cool arsenal of
firearms!

Snow Fortress (1-3 players)
Build an impenetrable snow fortress and defend it from
hostile snowmen! Relive those classic childhood
snowball fights! Victoria doesn’t get enough snow in
real life anyway.

Proton War (1-6 players)
Imagine Halo 3 and Quake 3 thrown into a blender.
Sounds awesome right? This is science fiction
multiplayer at its finest! Work on your aim and fight
against bots or players! There are plenty of maps and
weapons to choose from! Remember: It’s all about map
and weapon control.

Quiver (1-4 players)
This is a definitive archery experience. Grab your bow,
arrows and friends to fight the enemy onslaught!

Multiplayer: Intermediate
Cowbots vs. Aliens (1-6 players)

Escape First (1-6 players)

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter featuring cowboy
robots and unknown aliens! Fight against your friends,
or traverse into the online world! You have Free
movement and four distinct game types.

These are multiplayer escape room puzzle games! This
game features three rooms to escape from and may be
played competitively or cooperatively.

Gunheart (1-3 players)
This is a staff favourite. Become a legendary space
bounty hunter and finish freelance jobs. Upgrade your
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equipment as you go and save the universe. Samus Aran
would be jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Serious Sam: The Second Encounter ☠

Hide & Spook

The First Encounter. The game is largely the same but
includes newer weapons and different maps!

(1-3 players: couch co-op only)
The Alchemist wears the headset, while the two Ghosts
take a controller each and sneak around the room trying
to extinguish the candles. Use the controller’s vibrations
to locate the candles!

Pierhead Arcade (1-4 players)
Experience an arcade on the docks! Each of your
favourite games is present and accounted for. You can
win virtual teddy bears and prizes!

Rec Room (1-6+ players)
Play a massive variety of games with your friends, or on
your own. Customize your character and play awesome
games!

Serious Sam: The First Encounter ☠
(1-6 players)
The First Encounter is a frantic arcade action shooter set
within the Serious Sam universe. The game features
single player and cooperative gameplay modes!
Everything is presented in glorious Virtual Reality and
with different locomotive movements. Don’t let a single
alien survive!

(1-6 players) This is the sequel to Serious Sam VR:

Space Junkies (1-2 players)
Fly around the battlefield and defeat your opponents
with an array of technologically advanced weapons!

Trickster VR (1-4 players)
A fun dungeon crawling adventure that changes every
time. Use bow-guns, swords, or shields to defeat the
orcs and upgrade your gear. Multiplayer enabled. Arm
yourself, discover what you need to survive, and escape
the inescapable.

VR Chat (1-6 players)
Join the growing community as you explore, play, and
help craft the future of social VR.

VRZ: Torment (1-6 players)
Welcome to Purgatory Island, home of the undead and
dying. Your objective is to uncover the truth and escape
the island.

Multiplayer: Advanced
Arizona Sunshine
(1-4 players horde; 1-2 players campaign)
One of the best VR games of all time. This is easily the
greatest zombie game ever made too. Make your way
through the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona! Fight hordes
of zombies, find better weapons, and try to get rescued.

of the Eternity Warriors! The art style may remind you
of Devil May Cry!

Hover Junkers

(1-2 players)

Pilot and fortify Hover Junkers as you physically walk,
duck, dodge and aim in cross ship combat. Play the
Arena version to avoid motion sickness.

The Art of Fight (1-3 players)
This frantic multiplayer shooter was inspired by the
Matrix.

Eternity Warrior (1-2 players)
Become a hero and take on hordes of devilish monsters!
You fight through a world of chaos to discover the truth

Ice Lakes Fishing (1-6 players)
This is a modern ice fishing simulator with different
single and multiplayer game modes. This game takes a
sandbox approach to wintertime fishing.
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Iron Wolf (1-2 players)

Payday 2 VR ☠ (1-4 players)

Iron Wolf is essentially a submarine simulator! The
game is playable cooperatively or alone.

Have you ever seen the movie ‘Heat’ from 1995? It’s
pretty much that, but in VR. Rob banks and conduct
heists alone or with friends!

Pavlov VR (1-5 players)
Karnage Chronicles (1-4 players)
Experience a rich story that takes you on a perilous
journey. Explore dark dungeons and defeat the evils
within. Collect treasures as you go.

Smashbox Arena (1-2 players)
Shoot, duck behind cover, and coordinate with
teammates! Take advantage of the amusing powerups
within the game.

Raw Data (1-2 players)
A beautiful shooter with an immense storyline and
great graphics. Avoid the sword lady for an optimal
experience. Choose a ranged weapon instead.

A complex shooter with fully fledged reload functions
and gameplay. This game is all about the firepower.

Star Trek: Bridge Crew (1-4 players)
Have you disengaged the external inertial dampener?
Join Starfleet today and become a Captain within
minutes! Alternatively, you could be an engineer,
helmsmen or weapons specialist! Command the
enterprise with your friends in this challenging VR
experience!

Tales of Escape (1-6 players)
Your goal is to escape
1. Butcher’s shop
2. Old Mine
3. Asylum + Space

Onward (1-6 players)
This is our most realistic military shooter. The game
features a steep learning curve. Multiplayer gameplay is
available.
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Kids
Beginner

Allumette
The story of the little match girl reimagined.

Three different modes: Coral reef, Whale Adventure,
and deep ocean.

Apollo 11 VR

Fruit Ninja

Explore the moon landing in this interactive
documentary! Visit the moon with the crew of Apollo
11! The Eagle has Landed!

Baby Hands

Your controllers become swords. No button
memorization is needed! Slice as many of the fruits as
possible whilst also avoiding the bombs. Someone had
better bring a blender!

Invasion

Experience the world through the eyes (and chubby
little cheeks) of a baby! Crawl your way through a zany
sandbox experience. The game is filled with imagination
and fun! Baby Hands is a humorous VR baby simulator!

Narrated by Ethan Hawke and created by the director of
Madagascar, INVASION! is a colorful VR animated short
about a duo of aliens with grand ambitions to take over
our world.

Beat Saber

Job Simulator

This is the most popular VR game of all time. Its Easy to
play, but hard to master. Slash your glowing lightsabers
through the beats to the rhythms of the soundtrack. We
now have Custom Songs!

Your never to old to play Job Simulator! Work as a chef,
office employee, grocery store clerk or car mechanic!
Your adorable robot employers will never resent your
antics! Let’s get to work!

Cat Sorter VR

Vacation Simulator

Sort wonderfully strange cats on a conveyer belt.
Replace tails, feet, and ears to make the kitties feel their
best. Lots of secrets to discover along the way!

Have you been playing too much Job Simulator? If so,
you may need a vacation! Vacation Simulator is brought
to you by the team responsible for Job Simulator!
Customize your avatar, explore your hotel room and
visit exotic locations in this epic vacation simulator!

Climbey
Climb to the finish as fast as you can whilst avoiding
obstacles and trying not to fall along the way.

The Monkey King

Dream Coaster

(25 Minutes)
A visually-captivating, cinematic storybook experience
told in virtual reality.

Our favourite roller coaster. It’s 2.5 minutes long in a
wonderful magical land. Ask us for a chair!

Ocean Rift

Found
This is an interactive short film. Its story speaks to the
connections between nature, technology and fellow
travelers.

The Blu
Experience the wonder and majesty of the ocean
through a series of habitats and come face to face with
some of the most awe-inspiring species on the planet.

Experience the ocean in a whole new way- this
underwater adventure park has something for
everyone, including whales, sea lions, and turtles.

Perfect
virtual reality escapism at its purest. Leave behind the
daily grind & slip away to beautiful relaxing locations,
the northern lights, beaches, and even a mountain top.
Take a minute to relax.
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Quiver
This is a definitive archery experience. Grab your bow,
arrows and friends to fight the enemy onslaught!

Richie’s Plank Experience

snowball fights! Victoria doesn’t get enough snow in
real life anyway.

Summer Funland

You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Knees shaky, palms
sweaty. You have a choice. Do you walk or do you
freeze?

A crazy rollercoaster, hilarious mini-games, an incredibly
fast-paced motorcycle ride through Gotham, an
underwater voyage and a space trip – Summer Funland
will blow you away!

Space Pirate Trainer

Water Bears VR

Cyberpunk sci fi action at its finest! Defeat waves of
flying robot enemies with multiple guns, a shield, and
even powerups. Remember: reloading is for the weak!

These are brain games. Solve the puzzles to get water to
the bears. THEIR LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Sweet Escape

A simplistic carnival funhouse with all your favourite
classic games.

Welcome to sweet escape! Your goal is to climb your
way to the top of candy land! This is a race to the finish.
Give it everything you’ve got. Candy Land is sure to give
you a workout!

Snow Fortress

VR Funhouse

Ultimate Booster Experience
All of the extreme experiences you’ve ever dreamt of:
Bungee jumping, swinging on a 500 ft. swing, and even
flying a giant rocket through a city.

Build an impenetrable snow fortress and defend it from
hostile snowmen! Relive those classic childhood

Kids: Intermediate
Cowbots vs. Aliens

Knock Out League

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter featuring cowboy
robots and unknown aliens! Fight against your friends,
or traverse into the online world! You have Free
movement and four distinct game types.

Train up with various boxing drills to take on a crazy cast
of characters with different fighting styles

First impact
Enter a comic book world where you can have super
powers and protect citizens. Experience a lush array of
islands and undercover the truth about mysterious
forces in this fun action adventure.

Holodance
Punch orbs with your hands, deflect projectiles with
laser blades, shoot drones with guns or dance with
dragons.

Holopoint
Fight your way through waves of responsive targets,
samurai, and highly dangerous ninjas - all while
drawing, nocking, and shooting your arrows as quickly
as possible.

The Lab
Welcome to Aperture Science! Fix a robot, defend a
castle, adopt a mechanical dog or travel through time!
Remember: the cake is always a lie.

Magical Squash
The squash you’ve grown up to love but mixed with
pong in 3D – surprisingly fun. And has catchy music.

Rec Room (1-6+ players)
Play a massive variety of games with your friends, or on
your own. Customize your character and play awesome
games!

SuperHot
This is a staff favourite! This game will test your aim,
reflexes and time management abilities! Time only
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moves when you do, so plan accordingly! This is a levelbased first-person shooter.

Zombie Training Simulator
A cartoony zombie apocalypse with amusing gameplay
and fast paced action.

To the Top
A beautiful neon climbing adventure through bright
cities. Parkour your way to victory by climbing, leaping,
and grasping through the town.

Trickster VR (1-4 players)
A fun dungeon crawling adventure that changes every
time. Use bow-guns, swords, or shields to defeat the
orcs and upgrade your gear. Multiplayer enabled.

VR Super Sports
This game is a full-body VR experience. Bowling,
Homerun Derby, Soccer, Basketball, Japanese Archery,
Clay Shooting, Boxing, Karting, and more.

Kids: Advanced

Cave Digger

Rampage VR

Mine all around you in a large elevator. More fun than it
sounds! Collect jewels and buy upgrades as you go.

Just like the arcade game, but this time you’re
unleashed on a huge open world. Destroy as much
as possible as George.

Pierhead Arcade
Experience an arcade on the docks! Each of your
favourite games is present and accounted for. You
can win virtual teddy bears and prizes!

Quick Draw
A classic shoot-off. Very quick, yet difficult
gameplay. This is your classic pistols at dawn
experience. Minus the dying of course. VR doesn’t
emulate death

PowersVR
Control a group of superheroes and villains, each with
their own unique and colourful personality and ability.
Collect them all, complete challenges and test out your
powers!

Smashbox Arena
Shoot, duck behind cover, and coordinate with
teammates! Take advantage of the amusing powerups
within the game.

VR Hockey League
VR Hockey League - the most realistic hockey training
simulator for virtual reality.

Unruly Ghouls
Fun arcade style defense shooter set in a beautifully
spooky environment. Experience what it feels like to be
inside an arcade game.
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Shooters
Shooters: Beginner
SuperHot

Space Pirate Trainer

This is a staff favourite! This game will test your aim,
reflexes and time management abilities! Time only
moves when you do, so plan accordingly! This is a levelbased first-person shooter.

Cyberpunk sci fi action at its finest! Defeat waves of
flying robot enemies with multiple guns, a shield, and
even powerups. Remember: reloading is for the weak!

Protonwar

This game is similar to Rainbow Six Siege. A zombie
survival mode is included!

Imagine Halo 3 and Quake 3 thrown into a blender.
Sounds awesome right? Just wait until you try it in VR!
This is the greatest VR science fiction multiplayer
shooter! Work on your aim and fight against bots or
players! There are plenty of maps to choose from!
Remember: It’s all about map and weapon control.

Serious Sam: The Last Hope
Step into the shoes of Sam Stone in this unique VR
shooter simulation! This is a wave-based stationary
shooter! Defend your position against never-ending
waves of enemies! Use a ludicrously cool arsenal of
firearms!

Bullet Sorrow VR
Lethal VR
Popular Knife Throwing, Shooting Range, Target
Practice, and more!

Skeet: VR Target Shooting
Use one of three shotguns and shoot clay pigeons and
other targets in Virtual Reality.

Zombie Training Simulator
A cartoony zombie apocalypse with amusing gameplay
and fast paced action.

Shooters: Intermediate
Arizona Sunshine ☠

Blue Effect

One of the best VR games of all time. This is easily the
greatest zombie game ever made too. Make your way
through the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona! Fight hordes
of zombies, find better weapons, and try to get rescued.

Enter this dark world and enjoy an immersive
experience. Survive and become the famous warrior in
the universe!

Budget Cuts
Take a look at this upcoming VR-only stealth game.

Survive waves of monsters, upgrade your weapons, and
try to stop the apocalypse.

Blue Shift

Cowbots vs. Aliens

An atmospheric sci-fi wave shooter that will thrill you
with excitement, test your endurance and your bravery!
Use our unique control system, enjoy outstanding
sound design and fight for your survival.

The Brookhaven Experiment

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter featuring cowboy
robots and unknown aliens! Fight against your friends,
or traverse into the online world! You have Free
movement and four distinct game types.
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Duck Season ☠
Remember Duck Hunt from the Nintendo
Entertainment System? Things have changed since
1984. Enjoy this faithful VR recreation of Duck Hunt™.
Keep your eye on that dog though….

Fovos VR☠
A post-apocalyptic horror, rail shooter set in a future
where an omnipotent AI is taking over human brains
through genetic implants.

Panzer Panic VR
Command a tank and shoot missiles in this cartoon
adventure.

Sairento
Perform double jumps, wall runs, power slides and slow
time down while blasting away at a foe before landing
to deliver a lethal strike on another.

Serious Sam: The First Encounter

This is a staff favourite. Become a legendary space
bounty hunter and finish freelance jobs. Upgrade your
equipment as you go and save the universe. Samus Aran
would be jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

The First Encounter is a frantic arcade action shooter set
within the Serious Sam universe. The game features
single player and cooperative gameplay modes!
Everything is presented in glorious Virtual Reality and
with different locomotive movements. Don’t let a single
alien survive!

Horde-Z

Serious Sam: The Second Encounter

Gunheart

An on-rails shooter. Simple gameplay mechanics, but
fun. Shoot as many zombies as possible.

Holopoint
Pure archery madness. Fight your way through waves of
targets, samurai, and ninjas.

Hot Dogs, Horseshoes, and Hand
grenades
Do you like hot dogs? How about horseshoes? Hand
grenades? (everyone likes hand grenades). Anyway,
we've got all that, and guns. No mustard though.

Nick
This is an intense wave defense survival game—all in
virtual reality. The Unreal engine creates a room-scale
VR experience to allow users to take control of a variety
of weapons. You must fight off endless waves of evil
robotic elves!

This is the sequel to Serious Sam VR: The First
Encounter. The game is largely the same but includes
newer weapons and different maps!

Serious Sam 3
Serious Sam 3 VR: BFE is a virtual reality action shooter!
Experience this glorious throwback to the golden age of
first-person shooters where men were men, cover was
for amateurs and pulling the trigger made things go
boom. Remember: Only Melee if you know how

Zomday
This enjoyable zombie wave shooter is akin to Call of
Duty: Zombies! Your goal is to collect loot and survive
for as long as you can!

Skeet Shooter Target Shooting
Shoot targets in this simple pump-action shotgun
arcade shooter!
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Shooters: Advanced
ArchAngel

Out of Ammo

Take control of a Six-storey robot and save a postapocalyptic world.

You must build defenses and issue orders in this intense
strategy game.

Everspace

Raw Data

Beautifully crafted universe full of surprises. Shoot, craft
and loot your way to victory while the odds are stacked
against you.

A beautiful shooter with an immense storyline and
great graphics. Just don’t play as the sword lady. Choose
a range weapon instead.

Fallout 4 ☠

Payday 2 VR ☠

Who needs Fallout 76? We certainly don’t! Fallout 4 is a
massive RPG first person shooter. If you have an hour,
give this one a shot. Your aim is to save the postapocalyptic world from ghouls and monsters. You may
be able to find your son while you’re at it.

Have you ever seen the movie ‘Heat’ from 1995? It’s
pretty much that, but in VR. Rob banks and conduct
heists alone or with friends!

Gunjack
Jump into a large mechanized robot and unleash hell
upon your foes! Use your face to aim at targets.

Hover Junkers
Pilot and fortify Hover Junkers as you physically walk,
duck, dodge and aim in cross ship combat. Play the
Arena version to avoid motion sickness.

Island 359
Meet face-to-face with deadly dinosaurs from the past.
Use guns, upgrades and tools as you try to survive. A
mis between Jurassic park and avatar.

Onward
This is our most realistic military shooter. The game
features a steep learning curve. Multiplayer gameplay is
available.

Pavlov VR ☠
A complex shooter with hyper-realistic reload
mechanics and gameplay. This game is all about
firepower.

The Art of Fight
This is an interesting first-person shooter that focuses
on roof top combat operations.

VRZ: Torment
Welcome to Purgatory Island, home of the undead and
dying. Your objective is to uncover the truth and escape
the island. Arm yourself, discover what you need to
survive, and escape the inescapable

Vox Machinae
Strap yourself into the cockpit of a robot seven times
taller than a Tyrannosaurus Rex and prepare to do
battle in Vox Machinae! This is the ultimate giant robot
combat action-simulator for VR.
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Simulation & Sandbox
Beginner Level
Octopus Bar

Job Simulator

This bizarre adventure focuses on a very particular sushi
chef. Octodad is going to have some competition! This
one is seriously weird though.

Your never to old to play Job Simulator! Work as a chef,
office employee, grocery store clerk or car mechanic!
Your adorable robot employers will never resent your
antics! Let’s get to work!

Summer Funland
This virtual amusement park is unlike any you have seen
before! Enjoy crazy rollercoasters and hilarious minigames! Summer Funland will blow you away!

VR Funhouse
This is a simplistic carnival funhouse! Each of your
favourite carnival games is present.

Vacation Simulator
Have you been playing too much Job Simulator? If so,
you may need a vacation! Vacation Simulator is brought
to you by the team responsible for Job Simulator!
Customize your avatar, explore your hotel room and
visit exotic locations in this epic vacation simulator!

Intermediate Level
Nick

The Lab

This is an intense wave defense survival game—all in
virtual reality. The Unreal engine creates a room-scale
VR experience to allow users to take control of a variety
of weapons. You must fight off endless waves of evil
robotic elves!

Welcome to Aperture Science! Fix a robot, defend a
castle, adopt a mechanical dog or travel through time!

Tiny Town VR

Time Machine (HTC Vive only)

This is our most expansive sandbox game to date! It is
akin to playing with Lego in VR. This quasi-Minecraft
game gives you the power to build a city from scratch!
You can even give your characters speech bubbles.

Use an array of technologically advanced tools to
track, examine, and discover the scientific secrets
of dinosaurs. Be sure to ask us for a chair! This
game is best played whilst sitting down.

Remember: the cake is always a lie.

Advanced Level
IronWolf
An extremely realistic submarine adventure. Very steep
learning curve.

VTOL VR
A realistic flight simulator that puts you in the seat of a
AV-4
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Sports
Beginner

AudioShield

Sweet Escape

Block coloured orbs with your corresponding coloured
shields. Don’t forget to dance to the beat!

Climb through a candy forest and swing yourself
forwards with huge leaps. Multiplayer available.

Beat Saber

SpaceFist

a VR rhythm game where your goal is to slash the beats
which perfectly fit into precisely handcrafted music.
One of our top played games!

A space punchout adventure. you are a fighter
challenging powerful enemies across different
environments.

Intermediate
Knock Out League

Magical Squash

Train up with various boxing drills to take on a crazy cast
of characters with different fighting styles.

The squash you’ve grown up to love but mixed with
pong in 3D – surprisingly fun. And has catchy music.

Goalie Challenge VR

VR Hockey League

Feel the whizz of the puck fly by your skull in this fun
and fast-paced goalie VR simulator. Fully immersive
with surround sound and haptic vibration for a realistic
hockey experience.

VR Hockey League - the most realistic hockey training
simulator for virtual reality.

Holopoint
Fight your way through waves of responsive targets,
samurai, and highly dangerous ninjas - all while
drawing, nocking, and shooting your arrows as quickly
as possible.

VR SuperSports
This game is a full-body VR experience. Bowling,
Homerun Derby, Soccer, Basketball, Japanese Archery,
Clay Shooting, Boxing, Karting, and more.

Advanced
Holodance

To the Top

Punch orbs with your hands, deflect projectiles with
laser blades, shoot drones with guns or dance with
dragons.

A beautiful neon climbing adventure through bright
cities. Parkour your way to victory by climbing, leaping,
and grasping through the town

Ice Lakes Fishing

Rec Room

is a modern ice fishing simulator with different single
and multiplayer game modes and sandbox approach to
wintertime fishing.

Play tons of games with friends, or on your own.
Customize your character and play rec center games as
well as quests, laser tag, paint ball, and dodgeball.
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